study on Glass patterns suggested that the integration of stimulus features into a linear shape occurs quite locally, whereas curved structures -such as circularrequire global summation. Their conclusion was based on experiments in which they varied the size of the signal area containing a spatial structure. In the present study, we tested the integration of constant-sized linear and curved Glass patterns by varying their global irregularity. If the mechanisms underlying the detection of a Glass pattern pool features globally throughout the stimulus, the irregularity should have a strong effect on detection performance. The irregular Glass patterns were composed of a variable number of sub-areas, each of which contained its own linear or curved structure. The structural irregularity impaired the detection of the curved patterns, whereas the thresholds for the linear patterns were not affected. Thus, our results are in line with the notion that the integration of curved Glass patterns occurs more globally than the integration of linear patterns.
INTRODUCTION
A class of stimulus patterns commonly used in the psychophysical studies of feature integration in human vision is the Glass pattern (Glass, 1969; Glass and Pérez, 1973; Dakin, 1997; Maloney et al., 1987; Prazdny, 1984; Seu and Ferrera, 2001; Stevens, 1978; Wilson and Wilkinson, 1998) . A Glass pattern is composed of a large number of dot pairs, the orientations of which are computed according to a global geometrical rule (e.g. linear or circular) and observers are able to perceive the global orientation structure instantaneously even in a brief stimulus flash. Both neurophysiological and psychophysical studies have suggested that the orientations of dot pairs are encoded by the orientation selective cortical filters in the V1 area, whereas the integration of dot pairs into a global shape requires additional visual processing (Smith et al., 2002; Wilson and Wilkinson, 1998; Wilson et al., 2004) . The second-stage processing may be based on the contextual modulation of the V1 cortical filters (Hupé et al., 1998; Kapadia et al., 2000; Lamme, 1995; Polat et al., 1998) , and it is also possible that the integration mechanisms may be located in the V2 and V4 areas, where neurons are selective for curved contours and circular shapes (Gallant et al., 1996; Hegdé and Van Essen, 2000; Pasupathy and Connor, 1999; see also, Gallant et al., 2000; Wilkinson et al., 2000) .
Recent studies on Glass patterns have suggested that the integration of linear shapes occurs quite locally when compared to the integration of curved shapes, such as circular or spiral patterns (Achtman et al., 2003; Dakin, 1999; Kelly et al., 2001; Seu and Ferrera, 2001; Wilson et al., 1997; Wilson and Wilkinson, 1998; see, however, Dakin and Bex, 2002, 2003) . For instance, Wilson et al. (1997) measured the detection of linear and circular Glass patterns as a function of the size of a stimulus area. They reported that the thresholds for both structures decreased with an increasing area, but circular Glass patterns showed stronger spatial integration, i.e., the area vs. threshold curve was steeper for a concentric shape.
In the present experiments, we tested the differences between the integration of linear and curved structures by varying the global irregularity of constant-sized Glass patterns. If the mechanisms underlying the detection of a Glass pattern pool dot pairs globally throughout the pattern structure, the irregularity should lower detection performance. In comparison, detection based on local pooling would be unaffected by the irregularity.
EXPERIMENT 1: LINEAR VS. CURVED STRUCTURES
In the first experiment, we compared the effect of irregularity on the detection of linear and curved Glass patterns. An irregular Glass pattern was composed of four or nine sub-areas (patches), each of which contained its own orientation structure. For the curved stimuli, a sub-area contained a quarter of a circular Glass pattern randomly in one of the four possible orientations (Fig. 1C) ; for the linear stimuli, a sub-area contained randomly a vertical or horizontal Glass pattern (Fig. 1D) . The performance baseline for the irregular patterns was a detection threshold for one regular (curved or linear) Glass pattern (Fig. 1A, B) .
Method
Observers. MO, RK, and JS (one of the authors) were highly practiced in the detection of Glass patterns, whereas MP had less experience. MO, MP, and RK were not aware of the purpose of the study. All the four participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Stimuli. Glass patterns were generated using the VisionWorks 3 software (an Eizo Flexscan F980 monitor driven by a TIGA TMS34020 graphics card). The
